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Where do these people come from?
This Law Professor Just Explained
Why The Solar Eclipse Is "Racist" ...
Yeah, Really
Brooklyn Law School professor Alice
Ristroph, who used a staggering 4,544 words
in The Atlantic to explaining why the
phenomenon of the moon blocking the sun
just wasn’t diverse enough for her tastes.
“On August 21, 2017, a total solar eclipse will
arrive mid-morning on the coast of Oregon,” Ristroph writes. “The moon’s
shadow will be about 70 miles wide, and it will race across the country
faster than the speed of sound, exiting the eastern seaboard shortly before
3 p.m. local time. It has been dubbed the Great American Eclipse, and
along most of its path, there live almost no black people.”
I hate to say it folks, but if you had her as your law professor you are in the
wrong business. Anybody that will take the time to write 4500 words to be
published about the SUN being RACIST has been totally eclipsed by
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intelligence. AND - if she represents the typical American professor then all
I can say is - flush me down, the whole country is in the toilet.
Some people are just so hungry for attention they will do and say almost
anything. Can you imagine ANYONE doing this? I guess we have more
like her in our midst than first thought possible. This must be a real live
take-off of the “Nutty Professor”. (Jerry Lewis, RIP)

The word is out that George Soros is going DOWN. Be still my heart.
Nothing sounds better to my diminishing hearing than old George getting
what he has coming. Of course this also could be FAKE NEWS, but it’s still
a shinny spot in the cesspool of government. They also said that Chelsey
is married to Soros’ nephew. What a family tree that makes. The scum
always seems to rise to the top and it needs to be scooped off and
discarded.
May God BLESS our nation - AGAIN.
Thanks for listening.
Ron

No Democrats or Republicans allowed - Just ALL
AMERICANS
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